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Chapter 1

Summary

This report gives an account of the joint research which has taken place be-
tween the Institute of Hydrology and the Hadley Centre in developing a seasonal
growth model for use in the Hadley Centre GCM.

The development of a description of vegetation within a CCM which interacts
with its environment is an important improvement to climate models and one
which is essential if the models are to make accurate assessments of the possible
effects of future man-made changes on the climate. Interactive vegetation will be
described using a carbon budget, with the major term being the carbon dioxide
exchanges at the surface. Current land surface schemes used in CCMs describe
the heat and water exchanges at the surface. However, the fluxes of carbon
dioxide are inextricably linked to those of water (both are regulated through
stomata' opening) and it is possible to extend the evaporation calculations to
include carbon and indeed a number of combined water and carbon dioxide
schemes already exist. As yet, very few of these schemes have been tested
against field data or are simple enough to be included within GCMs.

Development within this project has been to use meteorological, climate and
carbon flux data from field experiments to calibrate and verify parameterisations
which have been developed using laboratory studies. A variety of statistical and
optitnisation tools have been used to verify the appropriateness of applying such
laboratory studies to field data and where successful, inferences made about any
unknown empirical functional forms and parameters.

There are three main strands to this work:

(1) Understanding the instantaneous carbon dioxide fluxes.

Relationships between the photosynthetic rate and stomata] opening have been
checked, and an algorithm developed that can easily relate the evaporative and
carbon dioxide fluxes through the common variable, bulk stomata' conductance.
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This work has used the data collected from a Kansas prairie (FIFE experiment).
Key results (presented in detail in Chapter 2) are:

• a simple algebraic relationship between bulk stomatal behaviour, humidity
and net photosynthetic rate performs well. This relationship has been developed
from laboratory experiments but work undertaken within the framework of this
project provides one of the first tests against actual field data.

calibration of the photosynthesis model can only produce a sensible and
realistic response when an additional dependence on soil water status is included.

This has been studied elsewhere through simple curve fitting procedures to field4110 or laboratory data. Here, a more formal statistical analysis has been performed
extending to a novel use of Neural Networks as a means of providing an accurate
description of stomatal behaviour. The key new result is that the commonly
used Stewart-Jarvis formulation is an adequate description of the dependence of
the conductance on the environmental variables which can be either measured
or predicted by the GCM. There is, however, evidence of "missing" physics
which most probably lies in inadequacies in the representation of seasonal and
interannual variations of leaf area index. These results are summarised in more
detail in the results and conclusions section of Chapter 3.

(3) Modelling of seasonal growth.

The calibrated models described above should be taken and a time dependence
introduced such that seasonal growth may be explicitly modelled. It is hoped
this third aspect of the work will continue through the productive collaboration
between the Institute of Hydrology and the Hadley Centre. Additional data
sets of combined water and carbon dioxide fluxes will become available in the
next few years from tropical rainforest, boreal forest and tundra experiments.
These data sets should he used to extend the testing and calibration of the flux
and growth models for these important biomes.

The contents of this report will also appear as two papers broadly based on
Chapters 2 and 3. These are in draft form and currently being reviewed inter-
nally. The intention is to submit both to scientific journals by August 1995.

•
(2) Investigation of the dependence of the bulk stomatal conductance
on environmental variables.



Chapter 2

A discussion of canopy
level relationships between•
water and carbon dioxide
fluxes and bulk stomatal
conductance with
verification against data
from a Kansas prairie

2.1 Nomenclature and Units (this Section)

.4 Availableenergy (W in-2)
ca CO2 concentration at weather station level(ji inol m-3)
cr CO2 concentration at leaf level (#1mol m-3)
c, Internal leaf CO2 level (p mol m-3)
F, Soil respiration (is mol M-2 rl )
gs Bulk stomatal conductance to water vapour (ni s-l)
ga1/2 Aerodynamicconductance to water vapour (m s-')

Sensibleheat flux (W in-2) -
ID h, Relative humidity

Temperature dependent slope of photosynthetic CO2response (mol in-2 s-1)
LAl Leaf area index

•
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•
iNT Measured net downward CO2 flux above canopy (p nml in-2 r')
P Net photosynthetic rate (p mol in-2 s-1)
Pc; Gross photosynthetic rate (p mol ni-2 s-')
Qp Quantum flux density (it inol 111-2S-1)B Gas constant (J K-I 'nor')
RD Plant respiration (p mol m-2 s-1)
RPAR Photosynthetically active radiation (NV m-2)
Molar Total incoming solar radiation (W in-2)
T Temperature at leaf level (°C)
To Temperature at weather station level (t)
no Mean horizontal windspeed at weather station level (in s-1)
ii. Friction velocity (m s-')

so 111 Temperature dependent rate of rubisco capacity (p mol m-2 s-l)
o Quantum efficiency (mol in-1)
69 Humidity deficit (g kg-')
t9 Volumetric soil moisture content
AE Latent heat flux (W m-2)
7 Momentum flux (kg in-' r2)
4), Leaf water potential (MPa)
4), Soil water potential (MPa)

e

2.2 Introduction

This paper is concerned with developing a simple model that relates the evap-



oration flux. AE, the net photosynthetic rate, P, and the bulk stomatal con-



ductance, gs, and any dependencies these quantities may have on the local
environment. Many of the intervariable relationships have been proposed as a
consequence of studying data at leaf level (both in the field and within labo-
ratories) and at canopy level (in the field). The aim here is to use the dataset
from the FIFE experiment (Sellers et nf., 1992) which include measurements
of both AE and net CO2 flux, N (from which P is inferred), thereby enabling
an intercomparison of proposed models of mass and carbon transfer at canopy
level. Upon selection of the "best" models, a scheme is proposed that would be
suitable for implementation within Global Circulation Models, and it is hoped
this lower boundary condition will enhance current simulations of the carbon
and water cycles.

The processes studied are explained through four equations (see below).
There are four unknown. variables, AE,gs,P and the internal carbon diox-
ide concentration, c, - with the number of unknowns equalling the number
of equations, the system is therefore closed. Three equations are well estab-
fished, these being the Penman-Monteith equation, a photosynthesis model

•
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P = P(c„ RIM MT) and

1.6 1.4
[

	

ca — c, = P — + — (2.1)

	

9.5 gah

where the factors of 1.4 and 1.6 accoun for the different diffusivities of carbon
dioxide and water in air and the stomata. Equation (2.1) assumes between
the measurement level and vegetation canopy, the carbon dioxide flux is given
by P. and thus not affected by the soil flux F,. This is the equivalent to
using the Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) model with the meeting point of
modelled conductances at measurement height. Calculating ci but using ce—ci =
1.6P/gs,c0 — ce = l.4N/g„, produced only slightly different values of c,: this
can only be interpreted as a consequence of gs

A fourth equation is needed, which may be regarded as a model for gs. One
possibility is to prescribe a form for gs depending directly on Rs„,„.T,6q and
O. following the work of Jarvis (1976). Such calculations for the FIFE datasets
are given in Stewart and Verma (1992). Seen adversely, these forms are little
more than curve-fitting exercises and thus inherently empirical. For a scheme
developed for use in climate models, it is advantageous to rely on equations with
a physical basis, for calibrations of empirical forms with unknown parameters
will always be data intensive and overly site specific. Alternative closures have
been developed by Ball et al. (1987), and extended by Leuning (1995) whereby
the stornatal conductance may be expressed explicitly as a function of the other
unknown variables (most notably P) along with a dependency on the local
environment but with relatively few tunable constants. It is these latter closures
that are tested here.

•

2.3 Data

The 1987 FIFE data was collected from a study area in a Kansas prairie consist-
ing of 82 % ungrassed C4 species of grass (Verma et aL, 1992) between May and
October, site reference 16 (4439-ECV). Measurements of the fluxes H, AE,N
and r were made using eddy correlation techniques, averaged over 30 minutes.
Half hourly measurements of radiation variables, Rnet• RP A R and meteorologi-
cal variables T0,q3,11. were collected; also weekly measurements of soil moisture
content 6 (expressed as a percentage and over the depth of 0.1-1.4m) and leaf
area index, LAI. The values of the data used in this study are selected in an
identical fashion to Stewart and Verma (1992), that is daylight hours only and .
after 1000 local time to prevent evaporation front dew distorting results. To ex-
clude evaporation of intercepted rain, days when rainfall occurred and the day
after were not included in the dataset for model testing. After this reduction of
the dataset, 174 points remain.

2.3.1 The FIFE datasets
•



2.3.2 Data Processing

The data allows direct inversion of the Penman-Monteith equation to yield in-
ferred measurements of bulk stomatal conductance, gs. Less simple is obtaining
the net photosynthetic rate, P. To eliminate negative contributions to the net
photosynthetic rate, N, the upward fluxes of CO2 from the soil must be sub-
tracted. That is, the relationship between the fluxes is given by

p = N + F,.

Following Norman et at (1992), the soil respiration at the FIFE site can be
described by

(  0
0
- P2  ) ep3(T-25) (2.2)= Pi 40. - p2

where the value of T is assumed to be an approximation to that measured at
the 10 cm depth. Equation (2.2) is optimised against nighttime measurements
of N (when it is assumed P E 0), yielding estimates pi = 17.8 ji mol CO2 1r2

p3 = 0.20 and p3 = 0.062 ° C However, this best fit only explained 50.7
% of the variance in F,. Respiration from the vegetation other than through
the stomata (that is stem and root respiration) is neglected here under the
assumption that its contribution to the CO2 fluxes is negligible. This is verified
in Norman et at, 1992.

A relationship between the soil moisture content, 0, and the soil water po-
tential, ‘1),, is required. Observed values in Stewart and Venna (1992) give tP, =
-1.5 MPa atO = 0.205 and = -0.033 MPa at 0 = 0.387. Fitting a function
of the form 4i, = a0-6 for constants a and b gives = -1.11 x

Finally, in the absence of measurements, the value for the ambient CO2
concentration at weather station height, ca, is assumed fixed at 0.5 g kg-I. This
is converted into units of gr mol CO2 m-3 which fluctuates due to atmospheric
density changes.

2.4 Theory

2.4.1 Proposed models for bulk stomatal conductance, g,

The "Jarvis" Model

The model proposed by Jarvis (1976) is that the stomata respond to the indi-
vidual climatic variables through normalised functions, f„ and such that their
combined effect on overall stomatal opening is multiplicative. That is

gs = gsm.. H f1(X1). (2.3)

Individual forms for f, represent a family of functions, characterised by one or
two unknown parameters which may be estimated through least squares fitting

8



of data. Such parameters are regarded as plant specific, but may also include
effects of scaling up to canopy level. Stewart and Verma (1992) fit a model of
t he form (2.3) to the same FIFE dataset.

The "Ball-Woodrow-Berry" Model

Frequent observations of a relationship between photosynthetic rate, P, and
stomatal conductance, gs, led to Ball et al. (1987) proposing the model

aPh,
9s = .9s,—+  (24)ec

where a and are unknown fitting parameters. Dependencies of gs on the
water and carbon dioxide status of the local atmosphere is accounted for through
the variables h, and ca.

The "Leuning" Model

Leuning (1995) suggests a revised equation based on the Ball-Woodrow-Berry
model, here the dependence on relative humidity is replaced by the humidity
deficit, oq. Leuning (1995) propose the formulation

aP
= (2.5)

(ca —c.) (1 +

which now has four unknown constants, gs„„,,a,c. and bqc. However, for C4
plants. the constant c. should be set to zero. This formulation has the ad-
vantage that the atmospheric humidity is expressed in units commonly used in
meteorological models.

2.4.2 The photosynthesis model

The photosynthesis model for C. plants follows that given by Collatz et al.
(1992). Appendix B. The gross photosynthesis, P9, is either limited by the
internal CO2 concentration, or by some combination of leaf level temperature
and levels of photosynthetically active radiation. The first equation finds the
temperature and light limited value for P9, that is P9„•. which satisfies

or ()pt. —P(Vr(T)+ oQp) + VT(T)ctQp = 0

where

- QP =

VT =

Qr.)

4.57RPA n
0.83

n 0.1(T-25)
VPIPPW1 0

(1 + e0-303-n)(1 + 60.3(T-36))
2.0
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The value allows for co-limitation between the temperature and light depen-
dencies and the smallest root to the quadratic for Pgm., is selected. Similarly, a
function for co-limitation is produced between a light-temperature dependence,
and a dependence on the carbon dioxide concentration, c,. Now

/i2P2 - P9 kr(T) — + 0
c: PchnokT(T)c:

—

where c; is the internal leaf CO2 level in Pascals (Pa) to keep with the notation
of Collar; 1992, p is the atmospheric pressure fixed at 1.013 x 105 Pa and

= 0.90. Hence,

c: = R(T + 273.15)c, x 10-6

where R = 8.3144 J K Again, the smallest root is selected to the
above quadratic returning a value for P9. Finally the net photosynthetic rate
satisfies

P = P9 - Rd(T).

The rate "constant" kr and leaf respiration term Rd are assumed to be linearly
related to VT, that is they have identical temperature dependencies (Collatz et
at. 1992; p531). Hence, writing

= Vmarf (T)

RT = RD f(T)

kr = k (T)

the value of RD is set as Rrj = 0.02517m1, which is an adjustment given by
recent work of —, whilst the value for k is unknown.

Plots of leaf measurements at the FIFE site for the three dominant C4 grass
types at varying values of ci, RP AR and T are given in Figure A, Polley et al.
(1992), in part verifying the functional forms above.

2.5 Performance of models against FIFE data

2.5.1 Methodology

The four equations analysed are the Penman-Monteith equation and equa-
tions (2.1), (2.5 and (2.6), that is the preferred bulk stomatal conductance model
will be taken as the Leuning model due to it's simplicity (although the other
descriptions are tested as well). There are unknown fitting parameters in (2.5)
and (2.6) which can only be found by comparison of model predictions against
data. The datasets contain two variables against which intercomparisons may
be made, namely both fluxes AE and inferred P. Having two measurements is
a distinct advantage when calibrating models as individual components of the
four overall equations may be checked in isolation. Here the natural choice of
equations to examine separately are (2.5) and (2.6), that is the bulk stomatal
conductance model and the photosynthesis model.

(2.6)
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2.5.2 The fitting of models for gs

Seven fits were made in total for the FIFE dataset, and all are presented in
Table 2.1 where SV represents the Stewart and Verma (1992) model (application
of equation (2.3)). For models where gs has an explicit dependence on P, the
inferred value from •the data is used. Similarly, these values of P are used
implicitly to evaluate cc•

The Ball-Woodrow-Berry achieves a fit of 88.1% variance explained in gs,
with selected parameters given by gs,,„,, = 1.84 x 10-3 in s-1 and a = 5.72.
Initial optimised runs of the Leuning model yielded small values for gs (8.97
x 10-4 m s-1), and so the simplified form

aP
9,  (2.7)

(cc, - c.) (1 +

•
is used. This gives values a = 5.41 and Sq, = 53.6 g kg-1 with a fit of 88.2%
variance explained. The simple fit of direct proportionality returns a value of
a = 5.34 with corresponding performance statistic of 84.0%.

The full Stewart-Verma approach explains 78.6% of the variance, which is
a figure less than that quoted in their paper. However, the dataset used for
this paper includes the last intensive field campaign. Stewart and Verna (1992)
ignored this on the basis that the vegetation was senescent and the low heat
flux measurements not so reliable.

These results are especially reassuring given that the simplified Leuning
model contains only two tunable parameters. The result of simple proportion-
ality between gs and P (with just one parameter, p4) also performs very well,
and underpins the basic assumption of a direct relationship between gs and
P. The results in Table 2.1 for a reduced Stewart-Verma model suggest that a
large proportion of the variance of gs tnay be explained by the dependence on
alone. As a good fit is achieved by assuming gs is almost proportional to P, it
may be expected that the net photosynthetic rate also has a dependency on the
soil moisture content. This hypothesis is considered below in the opthnisation
of the model for photosynthesis.

2.5.3 The fitting of the model for P

There are three unknown parameters to be found in model (2.6), namely, a,
and k. Values given in Collatz et al., 1992 for C4 plants are a = 0.04 mol m-2
s- I, . = 39 A mol m-2 s- I and k = 18 x 103V01. Optimisation of the model
against the inferred values of P to find the unknown fitting parameters (where
theinternal CO2 concentration is found through (2.1) but by substituting the_
calculated value of gs and the measured values of P) yields a = 0.038 mol M-2
s-1, V„,„r = 441 A Illol IT1-2 s-1 and k = 360V„,... However, these values are
physically unrealistic, generating a P-c, curve where the photosynthetic rate is•

11•
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permanently carbon dioxide limited (see Figure A). The percentage of variance
explained in P is 75.9.

This phenomenon may be explained as follows. Recall there is a near linear
relationship between P and ys, where the gs has a strong dependency on 0. In
regions where the photosynthesis rate is limited through c1 (that is P = P(c4)
where c, = C —PI g(0), then P depends on 0 but through the stomatal conduc-
tance. In regions where P is limited by light and temperature there can be no
dependence of P on 6' and thus with realistic parameters for the photosynthesis
model, a bad fit will ensure. To adjust therefore, the least squares optimisation
will select a value of the fitting parameters such that P is always dependent
on c, in order to capture the 0 dependence in P. This observation, whereby
a calibration exercise suggests a good fit but with a model using obviously in-
correct parameterisations, should be regarded as a cautionary tale when using
optinfisation procedures.

To obtain a realistic parameterisation of the model for the net photosyn-
thetic rate, it is necessary to introduce a dependence of P on the soil status.
This is done through the soil water potential: the proposed new model for
photosynthesis, P. satisfies

W
P = Rp AR,T) 11 — (2.8)

SC

where P'(c1, SPAR , 7') is the original model proposed in equation (2.6) and kl),,
(critical leaf water potential) is set as -1.5 MPa. Fitting this model yields a
fit of 89.4% variance explained and a realistic P —c, curve, as in Figure A.
The dependence P = P(k has not been extensively reported in the literature,
although there is some evidence in Figure A, Polley et al. (1992). It has also
been discussed in a theoretical context in Friend (1991). A further optimisation
using  Pi with a root resistance prescribed as an additional tunable parameter did
not significantly improve the model. However, whether the apparent dependence
on the soil status has physical basis within the leaves themselves (and hence the
correct variable is 411), or through a hormonal signal from the soil (and so
requiring kits) is not clear.

2.5.4 Creation of a simple algorithm

Combining (2.1) with (2.7) yields

1 a 1.6 (1 by
(2.9)

Ca a k 847,)

and so specification of Sq enables immediate calculation of C. This, combined
with knowledge (or prediction) of RPARIT1 sod returns a value of P. Returning
to equation (2.7), gs can be predicted and then through the Penman-Monteith
equation, a value of AE. In summary, variables are found as follows

•
RP AR1T 3 W.021,bg I c, P gs

•
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This is a change from traditional models where the emphasis is placed on
the calculating the hydrological aspect first.•
2.6 Conclusions

The inherent relationships between stomatal conductance, carbon and vapour
fluxes and their dependence on the local environment have been studied. The
aim has been to develop a simple algorithm such that given local meteorological
and soil conditions, then P and AE may be evaluated through the intermedia-
tory variable gs. Such a scheme has been devised through the development of
relationships between these variables proposed in various earlier papers; in this
paper selection and verification of the most appropriate governing equations has
been decided on their ability to replicate fluxes at canopy level for C4 grasses.

The most notable adjustment to previous work has been the necessity to
introduce a direct dependence of the net photosynthetic rate, P on trii in order
to reproduce tbe carbon fluxes. Such an effect may be seen in the data, although
there appears to be little discussion in the theoretical literature of photosynthesis
of such a process.

The finalised, calibrated forms for the models perform well, reproducing
above eighty percent of variance explained in both fluxes. Code has subsequently
been written to incorporate these descriptions of t he water and carbon fluxes,.	 and it now awaits trials within the Hadley Centre GCM. However, before such an
exercise. it is essential to check the above conclusions for a range of vegetation
types. This should be possible using the carbon dioxide fluxes measured in
recent inter nat ional experiments.
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Table 2.1: Intercomparison of models for ys: FIFE data
•

Model Percentage of variance explained

SV-Odependence only 65.4
SV-D dependence only 52.9
SV-Rwiar depndence only 3.5
SV - full model 78.6
Ball-Woodrow-Berry 86.7
Leuning (Simpified) 87.0
9s = P4P 84.5



2.8 Figure A
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Chapter 3

Use of statistical and
neural network techniques•
to detect how stomatal•
conductance responds to
changes in the local
environment

•

3.1 Introduction

The radiative energy received at the Earth's surface is partitioned into sensible
and latent heat fluxes as a function of the properties of the surface. The magni-
tude of such fluxes can have an important effect on the climate and hydrological
cycle at a variety of temporal and spatial scales (see for instance Amazonian
numerical simulations in Lean and Rowntree, 1993): an accurate description
of these fluxes is required as a lower boundary conditions to Global Circula-
tion Models (GCMs). The partitioning of energy into sensible and latent heat
is controlled by the opening and closing of stomata where the more open the
stomata, the easier it is for vapour to diffuse from inside the leaves and into the
local atmosphere. Collins and Avissar (1992) demonstrate of all land-surface
characteristics described in atmospheric models, restats are most sensitive to
the parameterisation of stomatal behaviour. -

It is therefore essential that the opening and closing of stomata is prop-
erly parameterised, and this is achieved in its simplest form for a homogeneous

•
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canopy through the bulk stomatal conductance, gs (in s-1). Simultaneous mea-
surements of both meteorological variables and energy fluxes enable calculation
of gs through inversion of the Penman-Monteith Big Leaf Model (Monteith,
1965). Inferences can then be made regarding the dependence of gs on local
climatological variables (solar radiation, leaf temperature and humidity deficit
at leaf level, the soil water potential in the root zone, the leaf area index and
possibly the time of day). This is clearly a regression problem for gs in these six
local variables (X„ j = 1,6). However, there are a variety of difficulties which
are always associated with such problems. How are the dominant dependencies
of gs determined? Having identified an important environmental variable within
the stomatal conductance description, what is the true functional dependency?
How may collinearity amongst the driving variables weaken conclusions about
gs? Are some of the apparent fits to data covering for other missing dependen-
cies not included in the list .X.,? How can the addition of a new environmental
variable be tested for significance?

Thispaper attempts to address these difficulties. The theory behind re-
gression analysis is very well established, particularly for linear models. This
is used to make initial studies, but it is soon apparent that the response of gs
to the local climate is highly nonlinear. Whilst this makes it more difficult to
understand the effect of each regressor variable, it is conjectured the nonlineari-
ties help counteract any effects of collinearity (that is problems associated with
variables moving together). The functions fi(X1) as proposed by Jarvis (1976)
and implemented by Stewart (1988) for pine forest clearly do well at predicting
gs for a given climatology in dry conditions. To see if these can be improved
further, the technique of neural networks is used. In essence this is a large
unconstrained optimization, whereby any nonlinear functional dependencies a
physical process may haveare approximated to using a series of transfer func-
tions. In adopting any final forms for gs to predict energy fluxes, the simple Big
Leaf Model must be used It is shown (for instance in Huntingford, 1995) that
the final calibrated forms for gs are dependent on the aerodynamic description.

Consideration should be given to the relationship between direct canopy
observations of gs and laboratory measurements of gsr, the latter leading to
the initial forms for h. This is partly understood through a simple relationship
dependent on LAI. Avissar (1992) observed large variability at leaf level of both
stomatal conductance andlocalclimate, and concluded the integrated effect,
giving a canopy gs, can onlybe calculated from leaf measurements of stomatal
conductance gn-using complex multi-layer canopy models. However, there is
little doubt even simple models such as the Penman-Monteith Big Leaf model,
using the forms f, based on laboratory experiments, can do well at predicting
gs. It can only be concluded -the spatial variation in leaf-scale processes are
implicitly included in any carefully optimised and thus calibrated canopy value
of gs.

Accepting the concerns raised in the last two paragraphs, thispaper attempts
to carry out a rigorous analysis of the bulk stomatal response, gs, to the local
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climate for a Scots pine forest. The structure of this paper is as follows. A
site description is provided in Section 3.2, followed in Section 3.3 by a review of
the analysis by Stewart (1988). Section 3.4 discusses the application of linear
analysis to the problem. In particular, Section 3.4.2 describes relevant theory

111 for the linear regression analysis of gs and Section 3.4.3 applies such theory to a
straight dependence on the Xj. Section 3.4.4 demonstrates the improved model
emulations when using the functions li(Xj) and the importance of nonlinearities
in the dependencies of gs. It is therefore natural to see if the response curves1,found by Jarvis, 1976, may be improved upon. The nonlinear analogue to
linear regression is the use of neural network techniques, providing a completely
unconstrained optimisation including the functional forms themselves for gs
(Section 3.5). It becomes apparent there is an upper limit on the possible
fit of gs to Xi , but the remaining errors cannot be exclusively attributed to
experimental error (Section 3.6).

It is acknowledged that this paper is primarily concerned with modelling
tools. Little new physical insight into the behaviour of gs is presented. However,
what is achieved is the description of rigorous analysis enabling both the validity
of previous modelling attempts to be assessed, and formally demonstrate areas
where "missing physics" is present. It is hoped that the techniques are presented
in a sufficiently general fashion as to allow easy transfer to any similar problems
in Soil Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer scheme (SVAT) calibration.

3.2 Data Considerations

3.2.1 Scots Pine Forest data

The data used for this study was collected from a Pine Forest site near Thetford,
Norfolk. Meteorological and surface flux data were collected, the latter using
Bowen ratio measurements. Data were restricted to dry canopy conditions in
daylight hours, and during the years 1974, 1975 and 1976. The soil moisture
deficit (mm) over the top 1.0 m was found by using a neutron probe at a series of
depths once every few days and intergrating to a value 68, whilst interpolating
to obtain values for days when measurements were not made. The estimate
of the LAI profile is assumed identical for all three years. A full description
of both the site and experimental equipment is given in Stewart (1988); in all,
there were 584 hourly measurements. Scatter plots of the dataset against each41 Xj are given in Figure 1.

•
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3.2.2 The Penman-Monteith equation

•

•

•

•

Values of the bulk stomatal conductance
Penman-Monteith big leaf model

95 =
and it is assumed

gs are found
(Monteith, 1965):

7gah
AA A_ .,„

[AE ' AE

through inversion of the

(3.1)

(3.2)




gs=f5(LAI) gs-r.

Variables used in (3.1) and (3.2) are latent heat flux, AE (Win-2); density of
air, p (kg m-3); psychometric "constant", 7 (kPa °K -1); specific heat of air cp
(J kg-1 K-1); available energy, A (Wm-2); vapour pressure deficit at weather
station height, D (kPa); aerodynamic conductance of sensible and latent heat,
gap, (m s-1) and gradient of saturated vapour pressure with temperature, A =
de,/dT (kPa °K -1). Often A is taken as the identity function Is(LAI) -a LAI
although this expression represents a crude scaling from leaf to canopy level.
Later on an alternative form for k generated by the neural network analysis is
proposed.

By calculating the bulk stomatal conductance for each timestep through
substitution of driving variables into (3.1), a data set is created listing both
gs and the variables gs is believed to depend on, namely R.„1„, bq, T, 60,
LAI, idols, where H.olar is the total incoming solar radiation (W m-2), bq is the
humidity deficit (g kg-1) and td,, is the number of hours past midnight (hours).
The motivation for a time of day function is that it may capture a short timescale
soil dependence due to drying of soil throughout the day in the immediate
vicinity of the roots, this being an effect not distinguishable in the measurements
of 60. The humidity deficit is chosen instead of the vapour pressure deficit to
keep in with notation used by Stewart (1988) and a good approximation is given
by D 2-..6g/0.622. As in Stewart (1988), the approximation gn = 0.167 m s-1
is made: the aerodynamic conductances are an order of magnitude greater than
the stomatal conductances, and as shown in Huntingford (1995) the evaporation
rate as predicted by the Penman-Monteith equation are insensitive to ga,, for
this site. A further approximation is made that the environmental variables,
bq and T, measured at the weather station height may be taken as variables
values affecting the stomata at leaf height. Again, this is likely to be valid for
the Thetford Forest, as the aerodynamic resistance is relatively small.

•

3.2.3 Training and test data

The data-is split into training and test data. The trMning data accounts for 75
% of available data, and is used to calibrate and model. Such models are then
run to assess their predictive ability against the remaining 25 % of data, called
the test data. The division of data into training and test is determined using a
random number generator.
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3.3 The Stewart-Jarvisapproach
3.3.1 The nonlinear functions fi

These will be referred to as the Stewart-Jarvis functions. Performing laboratory
experiments, Jarvis (1976) looked for the response of gsr to each variable by
individually allowing it to vary with other conditions kept constant. Normalised
functions were selected to closely follow the assimilated experimental data. The
particular forms used by Stewart (1988) to model the pine forest are repeated
here for clarity:

ficil„104. :al)
+ fisadar

!Liar  (1 + al

f2(6q :a2,a3) = 1 - (1264 0 < 6q < a3
1 - a3a2 6q> a3

T - 71) (  - T \-4-
13(7': a4)

- ) - a4)
14(60:a5) 1 - 0.340e05(60-69-7),

where Rsolarne. = 1000, 71= 0, Tu = 40 and MLAI) is the identity function.
The parameters ar,... , a5 are initially unknown and estimated through model
cali bration .

3.3.2 Modified Stewart-Jarvis approach to include time
(Model One)

The calculations performed in Stewart (1988) form the basis for the first model
of gs in this study (Model One), but with two important differences. First a
dependence on time of day is introduced where:

Mtday) (1 a6(tday — 8)).

Second the model is calibrated against 438 training data points (to find al, , at)
and the subsequent functional forms are used predictively to estimate gs for the
remaining 146 test data points. Optimising through least squares the function

6

gS = gst„.. 1-1MX1) (3.3)
%.1

yields the following statistics: percentage of variance explained (see next section
for statistic description) in the training data; 75.7 %, whilst for the test data
(using the model optimised on the training data); 72.2 %. These results are
repeated in Table 3.1,-row 1. The selected optimised parameters satisfy gsT,...
= 7.906 x 10-3 , al = 82.2, a2 = 0.0682, a3 = 10.1, a4 = 16.3, as = 0.0842
and ae = 0.0246.
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3.4 Linear Regression

3.4.1 Introduction

A linear model for the stomatal conductance gs is of the form

gs = fio+ + + + + f (3.4)

where ...., xj are the regressor variables and the fij are the regression coeffi-
dents. In this study, the Xi are either the local environmental variables Xi or
the Stewart-Jarvis functions TAXA The f term describes the model error.

Values of /3j are estimated through least squares optimisation. For a well-
posed problem, the f3j allow physical insight into the dependency of gs on
xj, and further enable predictions to be made of gs when values of only xj are
known. A common problem is the presence of collinearity, or "moving together"
amongst the regressor variables. This has three undesirable consequences. First
the ability to accurately determine the fri is weakened, and so the physical
interpretation of selected values must be treated with caution. Second, should
the model be used predictively for a new dataset of xi where the collinearity
between variables is different or nonexistent, then incorrect model emulations of
gs are likely to occur. This second difficulty should be seen as occurring when
using a model predictively, but in regions of variables space where it has not
been calibrated or verified due to collinearity in the original data for which gs
is known. The third problem is if two variables are collinear, where one is a real
dependency of gs, whilst the second is questionable. It is therefore impossible
to determine through optimisation which is the correct variable to retain in a
model.

This section briefly reviews the theory of detection of collinearity and its
implications in determining the degrees of freedom of the data and their sub-
sequent use in a model for gs. Further a standard statistical test for assessing
the hypothesis that gs may not depend on a particular variable is described.

•

3.4.2 Mathematical description of optimization of model
•

for gs

Least squares optimization

Much of this subsection is covered in standard texts such as Myers, 1989, but
the relevant parts appropriate for the determination of a linear model for gs are
reproduced here for continuity. There are = 6 environmental variables X3, all
measured I = 438 times (training data only), and for each time a value of gs
exists. Assumptions are that the linear model is the correct model, and that the
regressor variables are measured with zero error. Hence, the model errors come
about as a result of measurements errors in gs. As at each time interval i, gs
is found by inversion of the Penman-Monteith equation, the implication here is

•
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• that errors are allowed in the flux measurements, but not the other variables X,.
Given by the random variable, c, these errors are assumed to be independently
normally distributed N(0,c2). These are very strong and limiting assumptions;
the approach taken is to assume them to hold until it is clear violations exist,
at which point a more generalised model is required.

The regressor data Xj,j is given by matrix X, values of gs, by the vector
gs and 0, and ci by the vectors 0 and c. In this paper, x,,i willeither equal
Xio directly (X„i is the Ch observation of environmental variable X,), or some
function of X,,,, that is z, , = fj(Xto)•

The true model is
gs = X0 + c

where

gs = ( :

951 )

X = ( :

I

X436,1

X1,1

24:113,6

X1,6 )

0 = ( :

00 )

95436 1 


The value x,,; is the 111hobservation of variable j and gs, the ith observation
of gs,. The estimate of 0 is called b and is a vector random variable due to
the variability in c. Least squares optimization is such that b minimises the
sum of squares of the residuals, SSR = (gs - Xb)T(gs - Xb) and in such
circumstances b has the properties

b = (ilx.)- 1xrgs E(b) = 13 E(b - 0)(13 - 0)T = 02(XTX)-1 (3.5)

.2 SSR SSRa - 

(I - (J +1)) 431

(3.6)

The percentage of variance explained statistic, PVE, provides a simple assess-
ment of model fit to gs, given by

SSR 7.438
PV E =100 (1	 where Lii=1 

35,(9s,—gE= s)2)438

Used pre'dictively, for given xl, ,x6, (that is, J = 6) then

6

= bo+ Ebjx,

0
is an unbiased estimator for gs•

The importance of individual variables may be tested. Studying one variable
in the presence of others, the following hypothesis may be tested at the required

•
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where the diagonal terms of the last matrix give the variance of the b, , whilst
a' is estimated by



level of significance:

Ho : b., = 0

0.
•

The test is a student's t-test (having / - (J + 1) = 931 degrees of freedom) with
test statistic given by

b.,
4431 =

a Ve; (3.7)

Here, en are the diagonal terms of the 6 x 6 matrix, (XTX)_ I.

Centering and scaling; collinearity

A first step in the understanding of collinearity is to present the data in a
"normalised" form. Variables are centred and scaled creating a data matrix X'
with components x , where

•

-

r438 438

Xi s) .=
S •2

where
- 438

S.; = E(.„,-

The 6 x 6 matrix given by X'T X is called the correlation matrix. Diago-
nal terms are unity, whilst collinearity between individual regressor variables
are indicated by off-diagonal terms near unity. The correlation matrix is sym-
metric with real eigenvalues AI, ... ,A8 corresponding to normalised eigenvectors
v. ..... st8. The number of eigenvalues near zero represents the number of overall
collinearities and subsequent reduction (from six) in degrees of freedom within
the data. The statistic Amar/A„„„ is sometimes used to indicate the total effect
of collinearity on a system of data, with very high values indicating problems.

In the centred and scaled co-ordinates, the model is written as §s = N+
13;x;where least squares estimation generates estimates b.;of /Pi. The

effect of collinearity in weakening the estimation of regressor coefficients is ex-
pressed through variation inflation factors

Vas(?)
ITIF) - a 2

•
where the values may be found from the last expression in (3.5). In an ideal
situation, with little collinearity between variables, the correlation matrix and
its inverse would be near the identity. matrix. Hence the VIP', would all be
approximately one. From correlation matrix theory,

a
E(b• - )3')T(b* - (3') = oatr(X*TX' )-I = 02 E E A,=6,

	

.r=1 r=1
•
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and so it is apparent that for ill-conditioned data due to collinearity, at least
one eigenvalue will be near zero, and hence the VIP; must be large for some
j. The equivalent t-statistic to (3.7) hut for centred and scaled variables should
return identical values. It is very important to note that collinearity weakens
the power of the test given in (3.7). That is, collinearity makes it more difficult
to reject the null hypothesis for any given regressor variable.

•

Principal Component Analysis
•

The centred and scaled regressor variables x:i are transformed into principal

11111 components given by Z = X•V, where the columns of V are the eigenvalues

The 6 x 6 matrix (Z'T Z)ij = Al if i = j, 7k133otherwise (that is off diagonal
terms are zero), demonstrating the rotation of variables from z: to z, is such
that the new variables are orthogonal. Trivially (VTZ)Til = Aj if i = j, zero
otherwise, and consequently VIP, = Var(ori)/a2 = I/Ai where the regression
model is expressed as as = I3 +E)=Ibizi; the correlation matrix for these
new variables would be the identity matrix. The variance in the system has
not been eliminated, but eigenvalues Ai may now be directly associated with
particular variables 2j. The larger eigenvalues will correspond to the dominant
linear trends within the data whilst.the smaller eigenvalues correspond to the
components that are orthogonal to such principal variations.

The t-test given in (3.7) becomes
•

diNiA7
t431 —

where di estimates 6j. Due to the orthogonality of the principal components,
elimination of any variable zi leaves the remaining di unaltered in any reduced
least squares re-optimization. This makes (3.4.2) a valid order of elimination
statistic, for remaining values are unaltered after component elimination. Terms
are dismissed for showing no evidence at a particular statistical level that they
are important.

Statistic (3.4.2) provides the important link between the behaviour and
trends of the data (through Ai), and the demands of gs itself (through di).
For problems that are ill-posed, the order of elimination may not be in increas-
ing Ai. A small Aj may correspond to a large di, meaning gs depends on some
of the weaker "signals" in the data. Similarly, a large Ai may correspond to
a small d, , meaning gs does not respond to the strongest movements in the
driving data.

•

Mallows' Cp statistic
•

The t-statistic given above allows elimination of unnecessary principal com-
ponents and the subsequent reduction in the degrees of freedom of the prob-
lem. However a test does exist whereby rotation to principal components is not
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required. The Mallows' Cp statistic provides the balance between an overfit-

due to the elimination of relevant physics. An overfitted model will have large

ted model with unnecessary degrees of freedom, and one which is underfitted

variances introduced into regressor coefficients (particularly with collinearity
present) which as remarked above, renders the model inaccurate when used
predictively. Similarly, an underfitted model will have an inherent bias. There
is therefore an optimum number of dependencies to be included in any regression
of gs, and this number is given by the Cp statistic. The statistic is

•
(52 _ cow _ p)

Cp - p + ' 
a 2 


where J' is the number of remaining regressor variables, decreasing from six
during elimination. s2 is the estimated variance of the residuals for a particu-
lar optimization, given by the sum of squares of residuals for the training data
divided by (I —p). If C,, > p, this indicates overfitting, Cp < p represents
underfitting; the ideal number of principal components is where Cp 2-1p. Un-
fortunately, for gs, the error variance 02 is unknown. Traditionally in such
circumstances, the estimate of a2 is given by a2 = 02 = S2 for p = 7, that is
using all the components (J'=6) as given in (3.6), and so C7 = 7.

The models for gs are optimised with components gradually eliminated to
derive values of the C„ statistic. It must be stressed that the Cp statistic takes
no account of any distinction between real and questionable dependencies in the
event of collinearity. The reduced model will be accurate predictively provided
the structure of the dataset is invariant. However, should the model be used in
new regimes of variable space, it would be very misleading. This is not a fault of
any statistical techniques presented; the only way a model is of use throughout
all possible regions of the driving variables is to have data and measurements of

95 everywhere, against which the model is initially calibrated. The process of
model reduction through principal components is more rigorous and especially

III has the advantage that setting any rejected components equal to zero will give
the regions of variable space in which the model may be used with confidence.

3.4.3 Application to stomatal conductance - regression in
the environmental variables (Model Two)

Least squares optimization (Model Two)

The linear regressions are performed using the training data of 438 points. The
regression variables are given by 12,01„,-,tq,T, 60, LAI and tdap, where this order
is used throughout the paper. To avoid excessive use of exponents, all stom-
atal conductances are now expressed in units of (mm s'). Predictive ability
is assessed using the regression to estiihate the stomatal conductance at the•
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remaining 146 test data points. Tim least squares optimization of

a

gs = øo + E0,x, f

j=1

gives

gs = 5.41 + 0.00361R„i„ — 0.7296q+0.271T — 0.096060+ 2.96LAI —0.198t4as,
(3.8)

with percentage of variance explained in the training data of 60.2 %. The
equivalent statistic for the test data is 50.6 % (see also Table 3.1). The estimate
of the variance of model errors (using (3.6)) is

-2 3 93

The t-statistics on individual variables return the values

5.56, —11.7, 6.04, —10.1, 7.09, —4.70,

and so at the 99 % level, the null hypothesis that a particular variable is unim-
portant is rejected for each variable. This is a strong result, particularly as any
effects of collinearity have not yet been addressed. Please note further that this
result includes the variable tday.

Centering and scaling; collinearity (Model Two)

Scaling and centring data gives the correlation matrix




/ 1 0.389 0.343 0.246 0.055 —0.283 \





1 0.838 0.508 0.208 0.443





1 0.739 0.477 0.324




=





1 0.675 0.065 (3.9)






1 0.045







1




The top four correlations (all with values greater than 0.5) are the pairs (bg,T),
(T,60), (K LAI) and (MA). The second and fourth correlation are a sur-
prise; the temperature and humidity deficit have a diurnal fluctuation whereas
measured soil moisture deficit values vary on a longer timescale. Similarities
between (3.9) and the equivalent matrix for 13ramley's apple trees may be seen
in Jones and Higgs (1989). The meaniand standard deviations of the training
and test data (including gs) are given in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.

The eigenvalues, An of the correlation matrix, X* X•, are given by

2.974, 1.313, 1.084, 0.336, 0.197, 0.0966.
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There are no eigenvalues very near zero, and A„,../A,„,„ = 30.79, suggesting in
fact collinearity is not overly severe. It is unlikely the data will be reduced to
just one or two degrees of freedom.

The optimization in the scaled and centred variables is given by

as
•

= 6.21+ 14.4/Cote, —52.W +30.2T* —36.750*+ 20.1LAP —12.8tLy (3.10)

whilst the V I E; for each regressor coefficient 0.; has values

1.71, 5.10, 6.36, 3.34, 2.04, 1.89.

The statistics for percentage of variance explained and estimate oferror variance,
er2 remain unaltered under coordinate transformation to scaled and centred
variables (or indeed principal components) when all components are retained.

Principal component analysis (Model Two)

The dataset is transformed to principal components, giving the regression

jig



and so the redistribution of variance is readily observed.
Values of ten = (c1.71)I'd are given by

—16.3 —13.0, —7.05, 7.74, —4.40 930

and every value is significant at the 99 % level, that is Ho is rejected for all
principal components. However, although this indicates all components are of
importance, the order statistics do not have values whose magnitudes are in
descending order. The order of elimination of the principal components is 5, 3,
4, 6, 2, 1 (the ideal is 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), suggesting the problem to be partially
ill-posed. The first and second strongest variations, or "frequencies" within
regression variables Zi are those found within gs. This is not true for the third
"signal" onwards. Three possible physical explanations are proposed: either the
environmental variables gs is believed to depend on are chosen incorrectly, a
linear regression model itself is insufficient thereby causing incorrect inferencs
about variable dependence, or simply that the answer is correct. The effect
of eliminating components on PV E is given in Table 3.4. The last principal
component is given by

ze  •= 0.0734TC0/. —0.6196q*+ 0.743T• —0.20969 —0.101LAI* + 0.0812t1,v

and although collinearity is not so strong as to eliminate it, the solutions ze = 0
does show the plane where most driving data is near. Notably, the largest
coefficents show the predicted relationship between bq and T.

•
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= 6.21 —18.7r1 —22.5z2 —13.4z3 + 26.5z4 —19.6z5 +60.6ze

and V I F1 factors given by the inverse of the eigenvalues, that is

0.336, 0.762, 0.923, 2.976, 5.076, 10.4



•
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Mallows' Cp test (Model Two)

Values of the Ce statistic, that is eliminating single variables, are

36.0 142, 41.4, 108, 50.6, 26.7.

As no values are near six, then this suggests the regression requires seven degrees
of freedom, that is all the regression variables. Cp statistics for elimination of
principal components are given in Table 3.4. This agrees with the t-tests above
that no components may be eliminated.

3.4.4 Regression in the previously optimized functions fl
(Model Three)

•
This experiment in regression is simply as follows. The six previously optimized
functions f; as given in Stewart (1988) and Section 3.3.2 (a6 = 0.02455) are
taken as regression variables in a further linear regression,

gs = E (A")) + (3.11)
1=1

The rationale for studying this particular form is twofold. First it demonstrates
if the success of the Stewart-Jarvis approach is due to either the assumption of
multiplicity (equation 3.3), or the nonlinearity of the functions f, themselves.
Second, by partly reducing the nonlinearity of the system to a linear regression
in the h, the full weight of linear regression theory as outlined in Section 3.4.2
may be employed to understand the optimisation. This includes the ability to
add new terms to (3.11) and test their importance at a given level of signifi-
cance through t-tests. This makes the search for possible new environmental
dependencies gs may have easier to evaluate.

To compare the optimization (3.11) directly with the analysis in Section 3.4.3
is probably unfair. The least squares solution to (3.11) may be regarded as
having more than seven parameters to optimize, but where the extra fitting has
come from the original work by Stewart (1988). However, if all the unknown
parameters were studied simultaneously, there would undoubtedly be excess
overfitting due to strong collinearity between the (a), /3,) pairs.

Results of the optimization give

. as = —31.1+ 6.00f1 + 8.48f2.+ 6.5913 + 9.59f4 + 3.40fs + 7.15fe

which explains 71.9 % of variance in the training data and 70.4% in the test
data. The estimate of the error variance is given by

•
6.2= 2.78.
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Least Squares Optimisation (Model Three)



All three statistics suggest the new model is better than the original simple
regression (Model Two). The decrease in the estimate of er2 suggest this model
to be less biassed. The reduction in difference of PV E between the train and
test data suggests the new model to be robust, and thus better posed. This will
be partially verified by noting the reduced effects of collinearity below.

The 431-statistics for the individual f, are given by

	

6.12, 11.5, 8.36, 13.6, 9.55, 4.38

which are all significant at the 99 % level.

Centering and scaling; collinearity (Model Three)

The transformation of variables by scaling and centring does not cause such a
large magnitude change in their values as for Model Two; the new regression
variables J; (except f5(LAI)) are already normalised to lie on the region 10,11.
The correlation matrix is

	

/ 1 —0.297 0.129 —0.178 0.085 0.320 \
1 —0.309 0.533 —0.333 0.511

1 —0.362 0.547 0.075
X• X• = 1 —0.638 0.024 (3.12)

1 0.045
1

and so it is immediately apparent the magnitude of correlations between vari-
ables has reduced. Further, the new variables have rearranged the order of
correlations with the strongest magnitude. The eigenvalues of the correlation
matrix above are

	

2.493 1.385 1.003 0.651 0.316 0.153

and so Amar/A„„,., .= 16.33. The optimisation itself in centred and scaled vari-
ables is

= 6.21 + 13.411 + 34.5g + 16.9g + 35.3g + 23.2g + 11.3g

with V I F, for each coefficient given by

	

1.728 3.228 1.474 2.410 2.116 2.413.

All these statistics point to a reduction in collinearity (and subsequent better-
posedness) over Model Two.

The possible reduction in collinearity through the use of nonlinear functions
can be seen through the following, albeit extreme, "thought experiment". Sup-
pose two regressor variables xl and x2 are related to y, and an initial model is
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given simply as y = f3ixa +$2x2+c. Suppose further the data satisfies
for most data points. Although the approximation for y may be quite good, the
estimates of carry no physical significance having large variances. Now let a
new nonlinear model be proposed. Let

•
= - 1) + 02H(x2 - 2) + e

where H(x) is the Heavyside "step" function equal to zero for x < 0 and unity
for x > 0. If this new model is correct, then the jumps at xi = 1 and 12 = 2
should be reflected in the gs, and so the estimates of and fh do now have
physical significance and may be accurately determined. Of course, if the second
model is correct, the linear model in xi and x2 must be incorrect, and thereby
invalidates many of the assumptions described in Section 3.4.3. It is proposed
the Stewart-Jarvis functions allow the effects of collinearity to be weakened in
a similar fashion.

Principal component analysis (Model Three)

Transformed to principal components, the regression is given by
•

as = 6.21 - 15.321 + 25.622 + 23.323+ 32.424 - 32.725 -3.8826
•

where the VI F3 are

•

and this time all are significant at the 99% lever except the last component.

order of elimination of the principal components is 6,5,3,1,4,2 which, when again
This is evidence the optimization in the f, has five degrees of freedom. The

compared with the ideal of 6,5,4,3,2,1, demonstrates the strongest dependencies
in gs are not those seen in the data. Indeed, this time the optimization selects
the second principal component as accounting for the maximum variance in gs.
Rejecting the last component means the optimised model for gs is only valid
when

•
26 = -0.339f; - 0.649E - 0.0668E + 0.416E + 0.162E +0.510E 0.

•
Interestingly, the nonlinearity has spread the collinearity between variables more
evenly throughout the f I(X 3); notably between the functions of 1?,,,,„,.,bq,68
and &icy.The previously strong relationship between T and bq is lost and this
can also be seen in the correlation matrix above.
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•
0.401,0.722,0.997, 1.536, 3.16, 6.54.

Values of 431(64 IT,)/?, are given by





-14.4618.08,14.00, 15.71, -11.02 - 0.91
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Mallows' Cp statistic (Model Three)

Values of the C6 statistic are

42.0, 138, 74.4, 190, 95.6, 23.6.
•

Clearly no single value of fj may be eliminated to provide an equally satisfactory
model. However, the principal component analysis in Section 3.4.4shows that
the data, t(X,), does have one degree of collinearity which may be eliminated
through ignoring a single principal component. This is verified through the Cp
statistics associated with the eliminated zj presented in Table 3.5. The spread
of collinearity between variables is therefore such that it cannot be absorbed
into a single elimination of a fj regressor variable.

The immediate conclusion so far of this section is that nonlinearity is essen-
tial for a good fit, and the problem becomes better-posed through its introduc-
tion. Collineanity in the fj, as opposed to the simple Xj, is reduced overall, but
what does remain can be channelled into a single principal component. That is,
there are five degrees of freedom in the h(X,) dataset. However this reduction
cannot be introduced through the simple elimination of a single fj.•
3.4.5 Intercomparison of full model with original Stewart-

•
Jarvis approach

The ability of models to produce similar estimates for gs is assessed. Two models
may have nearly identical statistics for the percentage of variance explained,
but this is not proof they are producing identical model emulations; the models
may be explaining completely different parts of variance in gs. The following
statistic is calculated, and presented in Table 3.8: momentarily, assume model
p is correct. Then calculate the percentage of variance explained in output from
model p by model q. The key result for this section is a comparison of Model
One (adjusted Stewart-Jarvis model) to Model Three (summing functions fi)
where the intercomparisons for training and test data give values of 94.3 %
and 96.0 % respectively. By noting statistics for comparing ModelTwo (linear
regression in environmental variables) with Model Three and One, which show
very different model predictions, this is confirmation that the nonlinearity in
the functions fi is of far more importance than whether they are multiplied or
sum med.

The necessity of using nonlinear functions has been demonstrated. To check
the functions used are appropriate for this optimization, the theory of neural
networks is now appealed to.

•

•

•
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•
3.5 Neural network method (Model 4)
3.5.1 Introduction
In this section an attempt is made to find a general nonlinear mapping be-
tween the environmental variables, X; and the stomatal conductance, gs, using
a "Backpropagation" neural network (????). Neural networks of this type are
capable of reproducing any (reasonable) nonlinear function given sufficient ac-
curate "training" data (Funahushi, 1989, Hornik et al., 1989). Here the network
approach allows a derivation of the best fit model for gs without requiring the
prescription of separate functional forms for each environmental dependency (as
is required for the Stewart-Jarvis model). Instead the neural network produces
a form for gs which cannot be separated into distinct dependencies on each in-
put. As such, the network derived function can be viewed as an "unconstrained"
nonlinear fit, which provides a benchmark against which more physically based
models of gs can be judged. In addition the neural network enables the inclu-

is sion of dependencies for which physical models are not available (for instance,
time of day).

•
3.5.2 Theory
A schematic representation of a typical network architecture is shown in Figure
2. The relationship between the inputs, Xj (the environmental variables) and
the output, it (the modelled bulk stomatal conductance, Us is described using
a network of nodes or "neurons" Each neuron produces an output, Zk, which
is a strongly nonlinear function of its weighted input:•

Zk = E vv, X + Wks,•
where Wk,., is the weight finking the PI input variable to the kt" neuron, Wks,
is an offset for the kth neuron and 41 is known as the "transfer" function. Here
41 is usually taken to be a sigmoidal function:

tIf(u) —
1 	 1

The output variable is derived as the weighted sum of the outputs from each
neuron:

	

= Vk Zk VO

where 14 is the weight linking the kth neuron to the output variable and I/0 is
a constant offset.
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For the network to be useful, it is necessary to determine the weights Wk.,
and Vj,k which minimise the difference between the known outputs, Y„ and the
modelled outputs 1.1where i labels the ith datapoint. Again, this is achieved
through selecting values that give the smallest sum of squares of the residuals,
that is minimising

SSR =

where i labels the datapoint. In neural networks SSR is normally minimised
by an iterative procedure in which each of the training datapoints, Yi, are
presented to the network in turn (recall .Kij is the measurement of variable
Xi), many times (or "epochs"), and on each occasion the weights are updated
according to a learning algorithm.

In the backpropogation network the learning algorithm amounts to a steepest
descent on a surface in the weight space, where the height of the surface corre-
sponds to the error, SSR. The reader is referred to Rumelhart et at (1986),
for a full derivation; here only the equations for calculating the weight changes
a„v4, and A,14 which result from the presentation of the it" datapoints are
listed:

AiVk =

Ay° =

•
A IWk, = nx i.;4,1 wk..) 	 wk,O

•
AiHrto = n ElVk Li xij +MO Ott —Vs)Vk rt Ai- We,o

•

where il,_1147k,, and 494_11/kare the weight changes produced by the previous
datapoint, =W(u)/du, and n and p are the "learning rate" and the coefficient
of the "momentum term" respectively. Each of the latter two maybe chosen to
optimise the performance of the network.

•
3.5.3 Results

Implementation

In order to diagnose possible overfitting, the practice of separating the data into
438 training points and 146 test points is retained. The network weights are
updated as described above using the training data only. At each epoch the
network is also used in predictive mode in order to calculate the percentage of

• 34•
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the variance explained in both the training and test datasets. An improving fit
to the training data which is associated with a worsening fit to the test data is
symptomatic of overfitting and a degrading predictive capability. In all cases
the network input (X1) and output variables (Y) are centred and scaled using
means and variances calculated from the entire dataset (as in Section 3.4.2).

Fitting the Penman-Monteith Equation

Before proceeding to model the bulk stomatal conductance of the Thetford For-
est, the ability of the network to fit a known nonlinear function, namely the
Penman-Monteith equation, is first assessed. In this case the actual ("mea-
sured") bulk stomatal conductance is amongst the inputs, whilst the output
variable is the predicted latent heat flux, AE. The remaining inputs are the
driving variables in the Penman-Monteith equation (see Section 3.2.2), thus for
this Section only:

X, = ( A' , bq', T' , gl., A' ,p ) ; Y = AE* k = AE•

where, as before, the • represent centred and scaled variables, and ^represents a
modelled quantity. Note that the aerodynamic conductance, gap,isnot amongst
the input variables because it is again assumed to be constant (6167 in s' ).

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the percentage of variance explained in the
training data (a) and test data (b). Here the "Epoch Number" is the number
of times in which the entire training dataset has been presented to the network.
Results are shown for networks consisting of 2, 4 and 6 neurons and in each
case A = 0.5 but the learning rate, n, varys with the number of neurons, K :
n = 0.005 x K.

Each of the networks fits the Penman-Monteith equation well and there is no
evidence of overfitting. The 6 neuron network explains in excess of 99.9 % of the
variance in the training data and more than 99.8 % of the variance in the test
data after 500 epochs. The backpropogation network is obviously capable of
reproducing a nonlinear function (in this case the Perunan-Monteith equation)
to high accuracy given good training data (in this case it is perfect noiseless
data).

Fitting the Bulk Stomatal Conductance

The dependence of the bulk stomatal conductance of the Thetford forest are
now fitted. Thus once again the output variable is gs and the inputs are as
described in Section 3.2.2 (but centred and scaled):

X; = ( 6q., T' , 60', LAP , clay )

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the variance explained for 2, 4 and 6 neurons
and Table 3.1 lists the final figures for the 4 neuron network after 2000 epochs .

•
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• The learning rates and momentum coefficients are as laid out above. The dotted
line in Figure 4 represents the fits obtained using the modified Stewart-Jarvis
model (Section 3.3.2). The networks with 4 and 6 neurons fit the training data
significantly better than 2 neurons (81.0% and 85.0% respectively as opposed to
75.7%) and do slightly better on the test data (74.0% and 77% respectively as
opposed to 72.2%). However, the greater disparity between the test and train
errors suggests that the network fit does not generalise as well, and there is some
evidence of overfitting in the 6 neuron version. This is not entirely unexpected
since the number of adjustable weights, P, increases as:

P = K (J + 1) + K +1

where J is again the number of input variables (6 in this case) and K is the
number of neurons. Thus the six neuron network has a total of 49 adjustable
weights. Even if the inputs to each neuron are assumed to be the "true" indepen-
dent variables (by analogy to principal components) there are still 7 adjustable
output weights Wk). With this in mind, all further analysis is based on the 4
neuron network which appears to have a dimensionality more in keeping with
the conclusions of Section 3.4.4 and which shows no evidence of overfitting.

Comparison with the Stewart-Jarvis Model

Figure 5 shows the response of the network modelled 'gs to the 6 input vari-
ables. The dotted lines show the corresponding response curves from the mod-
ified Stewart-Jarvis model. It should be noted here that each of the response
functions were produced by varying a single input between its minimum and
maximum values whilst all other inputs were held fixed at their means (as de-
fined from the entire Thetford dataset). In fact the neural network produces
highly convoluted dependencies on the environmental inputs which are not sew
arable into distinct responses to each variable, so this figure must be interpreted
with some caution.

Nevertheless some interesting conclusions may be drawn from Figure 5. It
is clear that the gross dependencies in the two models are similar: gs decreases
with bq, bO, clay, and at high T; gs increases with R.01, and LAI. However,
the detailed response shapes differ significantly. Thus, the radiation response
is concave in the network fit but convex in the Stewart-Jarvis model and the
network does not produce a regime in which gs is independent of the humidity
deficit. In addition the neural network response shows an increase in gs at low
temperatures rather than the more physiologically realistic decrease. This is
most likely a consequence of supplylng unrealistic driving variables (for instance,
mean Ii,o14r but low T) which imply a regime for which the network has not
been trained. Under these circumstances the purely empiricaJ model has been
incorrectly extrapolated out of its region of calibration and unrealistic results
are likely to follow.

•
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Figure 6(a) shows a scatter plot of the Model Four (neural network) derived
gs versus Model One (modified Stewart-Jarvis) derived gs and Figure 6(b) is
likewise for the former versus the "measured" gs values found by inversion of the
Penman-Monteith equation. Qualitatively the models may appear to perform
similarly despite their differing response functions, with both underestimating
the high conductance values in the data. However, a comparison of the models'
prediction of values for gs suggests this to be misleading, with the network
only explaining 88.1% of the train variance and 81.7% of the test variance as
simulated by Model One (modified Stewart-Jarvis); see also Figure 6a. This
is a crucial result. If the behaviour of all possible models for gs = gs(X1)
were viewed in terms of the returned values of PVE, no single clear dominant
minimum may be observed. The only possible explanation for this is that there
are additional, currently missing, dependencies of gs, and were these to he
included, the optimisation would become better-posed, and a definite minimum
found through the techniques presented above.

3.6 Some possible causes of model error
•

3.6.1 Introduction

The variance explained by Model One and Model Four are within 6 % of each
other (Table 3.1). However, as remarked above and presented in Table 3.8 and
Figure 6(a), the models are explaining different parts of the variance. Errors in
gs through c are unlikely to cause such an effect, and it can only be concluded
that missing physics is causing difficulties for the optimisations. The two models
are explaining very well different parts of the dataset, but no single model does
well overall; in this section, possible causes of modelling deficiencies are given.

3.6.2 Interannual variability

Throughout this paper, a seasonal pattern or profile of LAI is assumed to be
true for all years. However, such an assumption should be questioned; the
LAI profile may depend on the recent history of environmental conditions such
as the rainfall (Stewart, personal communication), and indeed 1976 was an
exceedingly dry year. Further, the LAI profile could have a "memory" between
years where a dry year affectsthe bud size for the next year. The root structure
and subsequent response to soil deficit could vary from year to year due to
growth, or damage sustained in continued extreme conditions.

The student's t-test provides a statistical method to test for differences in
means between years (Moroney, 1951). The neural network (consideredliere
as the best model) is run throughout the entire training data set, and then
against the test data. This corresponds to Model 4, Table I. Residual errors
are then calculated (modelled gs minus measured gs), and subdivided into

•
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• year. As the years 1974, 1975, and 1976 are, in general, progressively drier,
it is hypothesised that the "running mean" of errors moves from negative to
positive. This corresponds to the stornatal conductance (and hence evaporative
flux) being overestimated during the drier periods.

The mean of the errors, pp, p = 1,2,3 corresponding to 1974, 1975 and 1976
are tested against each other, where the one-tailed hypothesis tested is

•
Ho : /hi =

pq
p < g. (3.13)HI : < 


The t-statistic is given by

tn,+n1-2= 	 s
iLp° 1inrsngv A_•

	

V n,+n,-2 n, -rn,
•

where np, nq are the number of values, and Sp2,S, are the variances of the errors.
The statistics required for this test are presented in Table 3.6, whilst the results
are given in Table 3.7.

There is evidence at the 95 % level that there is an interannual variability
that is as yet unaccounted for in models for gs.

3.6.3 The effect of an understorey

Throughout this paper, the contribution of the understorey to the evaporation
flux is implicitly included in the above canopy measurements. However, the LAI
profile used in modelling gs is that assumed for the trees, thereby ignoring any
differences in the equivalent profile for the bracken. Further, the assumption
of a single stomatal function describing the entire ecosystem may be at fault,
and that in changing environmental conditions with different responses of both
the trees and bracken, the Penman-Monteith Big Leaf Model will not perform
adequately. A discussion of the LAI and local stomatal conductance for the
bracken is described in Roberts et al. (1980) and Roberts et al. (1984).

Within the framework of the modelling techniques above, the understorey
could be included with relative ease. A two source analogue to the Big Leaf
Model that explicitly models a stomatal conductance of both the canopy and
understorey is provided in Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985). However, precise
calibration of such a model against the dataset used above will probably be
difficult due to the collinearity between the two values of gs. Extra information
on the understorey could avoid this; an equivalent example hut for Sahelian
fallow savannah is given in Huntingford et al., 1995, although the additional
complexity _of a two-source model for this vegetation type represented little
improvenhent over the Big Leaf Model when predicting total evaporative fluxes.

The Neural Network circumnavigates making the lengthy algebraic manip-
ulations necessary within a Two-Source model should the model output be the
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total evaporative flux, AE. Presenting the network with the additional input of
LAI for the understorcy, then in theory the derived values for the adjustable
weights should implicitly contain such multi-layer modelling. However, if such
an approach is both practicable and useful remains an interesting question. Fur-
ther to questions of multi-layer modelling, the form suggested by the network
for the dependency of gs on LAI may be an artifact of integrating up from leaf
level to canopy level.

• 3.7 Summary of results and discussion
•

The aim of this paper is to find the best possible fit of a model for gs to the
given environmental variables, Xi and once found, this provides a benchmark
for existing stomatal conductance models. In the search for such a solution,
statistical techniques were applied to the Thetford data. It was found that for
this particular data, collinearity was not a major problem and hence the model
could not be dramatically reduced in degrees of freedom. However, to obtain
a good model, nonlinear response functions for gs were required and compared
with a naive linear regression, the problem became far better posed. This ob-
servation led to performing a neural network analysis over the data, where such
a technique may be viewed as an unconstrained nonlinear optimisation.

The neural network was found to fit better over the training data, but did
not generalise to the test data so well. That is, there was a significant drop in
the variance explained, which implies the Stewart-Jarvis model is very robust.
This is because prior knowledge of likely plant physiological knowledge was used
to obtain the functional forms. However, the neural network is unconstrained
and subsequently suffers to a greater extent from overrating. Like all purely
empirical models, it cannot be justifiably used to extrapolate into regions where
the data does not exist. Indeed, it could be argued this is the most important
outcome of any principal component analysis; the components show where the
data does not exist.

Although both the Stewart-Jarvis and neural network approach do well in
reiterating the importance of nonlinearity in the stomatal response, both models
explain different elements of the variability in gs. This suggests that each is
capturing different parts of the response, and such an effect cannot be attributed
to experimental noise alone. Furthermore, given perfect training data, we ex-
pect the backpropergation neural network to replicate any reasonable nonlinear
function to arbitrary accuracy. This strongly suggests there is missing driving
variable(s) in the original Thetford measurements. It is believed these are asso-
ciated with the longer term variabilities in•the plant response, as is the evidence
in Section 3.6.2. There are a number of possible causes of this modelling defi-
ciency. Most likely is the seasonality assumption of unchanging LAI between
years, particularly given the exceptionally dry period experienced in 1976. In
addition, there are likely to be corresponding plant structural changes such as

•
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root resistance and distribution.
The work reported in this paper points strongly to a need to include longer

term changes in plant structure, even when modelling the variability in instan-
taneous flux measurements. This requires either detailed measurements of the
dynamics of leaf and root growth and senescence, or else the development of
models which include these processes.
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Table 3.1: The effect of fitting different model descriptions of stomata] conduc-
tance, gs, to pine forest data

Model no. Model description % var. exp'd % var. exp'd
training data test data

One ss = gsz.... LAI (11:=1 f ,(Y,)) (1 - ae(hour - 8)) 75.7 72.2

Two gs = ao + E6.1=iajk, 60.2 50.6

Three ps=a0+E!„aA 71.9 70.4

Four Neural network with 4 neurons 81.0 74.0

Table 3.2: Summary statistics for training data (438 points)

Variable Rwier bq T 60 LAI tthav gs (mm r )
Mean 419 6.41 17.0 54.2 2.27 11.8 6.21
Standard deviation 185 3.90 5.92 19.8 0.331 2.90 3.12

Table 3.3: Summary statistics for test data (146 points)

Variable Racier bq 7' 60 LAI tday gs (mm s- )

Mean 412 5.93 16.5 52.3 2.22 11.9 6.08
Standard deviation 192 3.46 5.58 18.6 0.339 3.08 3.22
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Table 3.4: The effect of eliminating principal components on the linear regres-
sion in natural variables, Xi

Remaining components 1-2-3-4-5-6 1-2-3-4-*-6 1-2-*-4-*-6 1-2-*-*-*-6 1-2-*-*-*-* 1-*-*-*-
Training data 60.2 58.4 53.9 48.3 40.0 24.4
Per. Var. Explained





C„ statistic 7 24.3 72.0 130.0 218.2 385.2

Test data 50.6 49.9 48.3 38.2 27.0 18.5
Per. Var. Explained






Table 3.5: The effect of eliminating principal components on the linear regres-
sion in ji(X,)

Remaining components 1-2-3-4-5-6 1-2-3-4-5-* 1-2-3-4-•-* 1-2-*-4-*-* *-2-*-4-*-* *-2-*-*-
Training data 71.9 71.8 63.9 51.0 37.4 21.3
Per. Var. Explained

statistic 7 5.82 125 319 526 771

Test data 70.4 70.3 63 5 43.4 31.0 4.6
Per. Var. Explained
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Table 3.6: Statistics for error in prediction of gs (mm s-l) by year, using the
Neural Network model

Year

TRAINING DATA

1974 1975 1976

Number of points (I) 66 97 275
Mean error 0,0 -0.258 -0.131 0.316
Error variance (52) 2.759 1 889 1.599

TEST DATA





Number of points (I) 23 28 95
Mean error (p) -0.550 -0.398 0.139
Error variance (52) 3.625 1.730 2.761

Table 3 7: t-test statistics for the intercomparison of error in prediction of gs
by year, using the Neural Network model

Years t-statistic Degrees of
of freedom

Significant at
95 % level?

TRAINING DATA





1974-1975 -0.529 161 No
1975-1976 -2.915 370 Yes
1974-1976 -3.091 339 Yes

TEST DATA





1974-1975 -0.329 49 No
1975-1976 1 1.559 -121 No
1974-1976 -1.717 116 Yes
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Table 3.8: An intercomparison between models of predicted values for gs. Model
k is assumed "correct", whilst model 1 is the test model.

Model k Model I rftaining data Test data

1 2 74.6 71.6
1 3 94.3 95.9
1 4 88.1 81.7
2 3 78.8 74.1
2 4 63.3 51.5
3 4 85.0 80.2
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3.9 Figures 1-6
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Figure 1: Thetford Forest bulk stomata] conductance versus the 6 driving vari-
ables.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the backpropogation neural network. Forthe modelling of the bulk stomatal conductance the inputs are as described insection 2.2, and the output is ff,. The input weights, W jk, and output weights, IA.,are updated by the learning algorithm.
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Figure 4: Fit of the backpropogation network to the Thetford bulk stomatal
conductance versus training epoch, for 2 (A), 4 (0) and 6 (-I-)neurons. The
corresponding variances explained by the modified Stewart-Jarvis model aregiven
by the dotted lines. (a) training data ; (b) test data.
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Chapter 4

Overall conclusions and
future work

The work under this contract has made important progress towards the imple-
mentation of interactive vegetation within the GCM of the Hadley Centre. In
Chapter 2 a carbon assimilation routine suitable for use within a climate model
is developed and tested. Considerable use is made of one of the few data sets
currently available which contains both water vapour and carbon dioxide fluxes
at the field scale. This work has confirmed the validity of a simple relationship
between stomatal behaviour, humidity, soil water status and photosynthetic
rate. In Chapter 3 a detailed study of the dependence of stomatal behaviour on
environmental variables is presented, this work confirms in a rigorous way that
the current formulations are adequate and suggests directions in which they can
be improved. Again in this study there is a focus on the comparison with model
performance against measurements made at the field scale.

The two studies described above will provide the basis for algorithms to cal-



culate instantaneous carbon fluxes within a climate model. The next step will
be to introduce a time dependence such that seasonal growth may be explicitly
modelled. It is to be hoped that the same careful and systematic methodology
will be followed in this final step, that is to investigate dependencies and sen-
sitivity of the algorithms to environmental parameters and to test thoroughly
against field data.

It is suggested that future work should have three components:
•

(1) Continued testing of the instantaneous flux algorithms with field data.. In the
next two years a number of important field data sets containing combined water
vapour and carbon dioxide fluxes will become available. These data sets which
were collected during recent international experiments in which the Institute
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of Hydrology has participated cover a number of the important global biomes
(boreal forest, tropical rain forest, semi-arid savannah and tundra surfaces) and
will thus provide validation over a large range of vegetation types and climates.

Development of the seasonal growth model from the instantaneous flux al-
gorithms. The components for this model already exist but it remains to in-
corporate these in a form suitable for inclusion within a climate model. This
should involve simplification and rationalisation aided by sensitivity analysis.

Testing of the seasonal growth model against field and satellite data. This
should be an essential and ongoing activity. A number of data sets already exist
to undertake this activity.
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